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1 Claim. 

This invention relates to heating apparatus 
and particularly to means for vdistributing the 
air of a hot air heater or furnace among the hot 
air pipes leading from the heating chamber of 
the casing of the furnace, which means may be 
applied, as a unit, to the furnace, or the heated air 
chamber thereof, by merely cutting a hole in the 
top wall of the ‘chamber centrally thereof and 
placing the unit on the top of the chamber with 
the fan of the unit depending through the hole 
into the chamber. 

It further has for its object means, as a baffle 
plate or'de?ector, which may be readily installed, 
when desired, in position to direct a required 
amount of heated air to a certain hot air pipe, 
which otherwise does not receive a su?icient 
amount of air or suf?cient pressure to move the 
air through that hot air pipe, or to prevent undue 
gyroscopic action of the air, which ba?le- means is 
applied to the chamber through the central open 
ing and is supported from the margin of the wall 
around the central opening. 

It further has for its object a construction by 
which a circulating unit may be applied to the 
top wall of'the heating chamber without being 
secured thereto but on the contrary so mounted 
as to be balanced on the margins of the wall 
around the central opening. 
The invention consists in the novel features 

and in the combinations and constructions here 
inafter set forth and claimed. 
In describing this invention, reference is had to 

the accompanying drawing in which like charac 
ters designates corresponding parts in all the 
views. 

Figure 1 is a fragmentary view of a hot air 
heater or furnace provided with this invention. 

Figure 2 is an elevation of the circulating unit 
looking to the right in Figure 1. 

Figure 3 is a plan view of the frame and the 
distributing unit. 
Figure 4 is a fragmentary plan view of the 

furnace, the air circulating unit being removed. 
I designates a heater; 2 the outer casing, and 

3 the hot air chamber of the casing, from which 
extends the ,hot air pipes 4 leading to the rooms 
to be heated. The furnace and the casing may 
be of any well known construction. 

5 designates the circulating or distributing 
unit, which is applied to the [chamber 3, as a unit, 
and preferably without the use of fastening 
means. This unit consists of a suitable frame 
including a base 6 and a bracket ‘I extending up 
wardly from one edge of the base, an electric 
motor 8 supported from the bracket, with its ‘ 
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shaft 9' vertical, a centrifugal fan I0 :below the 
base, and a shaft II connecting the ‘fan II] ‘to the 
shaft 9, as through any suitable coupling, at I2, 
the shaft II extending centrally through vand 
having a bearing in the base 5. The centrifugal 
fan is arranged with its inlet presented ‘down 
wardly, and is of considerably less diameter than 
the heater I, so that the air is drawn upwardly 
.through the ‘casing of the heater I v‘and the heated 
air drawn into ‘the center of the fan and thrown 
centrifugally outwardly with sufficient pressure to 
distribute it’ among the pipes 4 and keep it mov 
ing in the pipes 4. Hence, the cold air does not 
mix with the warm air being thrown by the fan 
through the pipes 4. 
The unit is so mounted on the top wall I3 of 

the chamber 3, that it is balanced, and no means 
is required to secure it to the top wall I3. The 
top wall I3 is provided with a central opening M 
of comparatively small diameter but of sufficient 
diameter to permit the centrifugal fan I0 to be 
inserted therethrough, and the base 6 is sup 
ported from the margin of the top wall around 
the opening I4. It is here shown as so supported 
by a plate I5, usually of an asbestos material, 
sui?ciently large to rest on the margin of the 
wall around the opening M, as seen in Figure l. 
Preferably a pad I6 of resilient material as sponge 
rubber is interposed between the base 6 and the 
plate I5. The plate I5 and the pad I6 are formed 
with central openings for the shaft II and are 
applied to the shaft II before the shaft H is 
coupled to the motor shaft 9 or before the fan is 
secured to the shaft II, although they may be 
applied to the shaft I I in any other manner. 
For facilitating the balancing, the base is pro 

vided with converging side edges I8 which con 
verge toward the edge of the base remote from 
the bracket 1, so that the base has something 
analogous to a three-point mounting. Thus, the 
unit may be applied to the top wall of the casing 
I3 by cutting the hole I4 and then manipulating 
the unit with the plate I5 and pad I6 thereon 
in such a manner that the fan I0 passes through 
the opening I4 and the plate I5 rests on the mar 
gins of the wall around the opening I4. 

oftentimes, because of the length and the an 
gle of one or more hot air pipes, special means is 
provided for distributing the air to such pipes, 
and also in some instances, it is desirable to 
prevent a gyroscopic action of the air being 
thrown by the fan I9. In order to distribute 
the air to such pipe or pipes that do not other 
wise receive its proper share, or break up the 
gyroscopic action, a baffle I9 may be provided 
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located to direct more air into a certain pipe or 
located merely to break up the gyroscopic action. 
The feature of this ba?le is that it is also ap 
plied to the furnace or the air chamber 3 through 
the opening l4 and supported from the margin of 
the wall around said opening. 
As here shown, the ba?le I9 is provided with a 

?at hook or bill 20 at the inner end thereof 
which provides a slot at 2|, and in applying the 
ba?le to the top wall l3 of the chamber 3, the 
ba?le is inserted through the opening l4 and the 
ba?le manipulated, so that the margin of the 
wall around the opening passes into the slot 2| 
with the bill or hook 20 overlying the upper side 
of the margins, where it may be secured in posi 
tion in any suitable manner, as by a set screw 
22. By this arrangement the ba?ie can be located 
in any radial angle or any radial position. 
By this unit and the use of a fan of small 

diameter located as set forth, a small motor ex 
tremely economical in the use of electric power 
may be used and the warm air distributed even 
ly to better advantage with a circulating fan of 
the vane type. 
The motor is controlled by any suitable ther 

mostatic means not forming part of this inven 
tion, but brie?y, the thermostatic element is con 
trolled by the temperature of the heated air be 
ing discharged from the chamber 3 into the pipes 
4, and when a predetermined high temperature 
of the air is reached, the thermostatic control 
closes a circuit through the motor and causes 
the motor to run and when the temperature 
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falls below this predetermined high point, the 
motor stops. For instance, assume that the tem 
perature desired in the rooms of a dwelling is 
68° F., the thermostat may be set for a tempera 
ture of approximately 125° in the chamber 3, and 
when the temperature in the chamber 3 reaches 
125°, the motor 8 will be energized and when 
it drops below that temperature, the motor will 
stop. The control of the drafts either by a ther 
mostat or by hand may be controlled in any suit 
able manner. 
What I claim is: 
The combination with a heater having the 

usual outer casing surrounding it and formed 
with the usual hot air chamber at the top there 
of above the heater from the peripheral wall of 
which’ chamber the hot air pipes lead; of the 
top wall of said chamber being formed with a 
central opening, and means for distributing the 
air among said pipes comprising a unit including 
a frame, an electric motor carried by the frame 
and arranged with its shaft vertical, a fan lo 
cated in the chamber and placeable therein 
through said opening, a shaft connecting the fan 
and the motor shaft, said frame being carried by 
the margins of the wall aroundsaid opening and 
the unit being arranged to balance inv vertical 
position, a baffle plate insertable into the cham 
ber through said opening and having means for 
supporting it from the margin of the wall around 
said opening in position to extend ‘substantially 
radially of the chamber._ I . _ 
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